
 
 

LUNCH AND LEARN PRESENTATION INVITATION 

 

National GPR Service, Inc., a firm providing Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) services for high 
resolution concrete imaging, utility locating, and geological explorations would like to provide your 
company a lunch and learn presentation of our services.  The presentation lasts approximately 30 minutes 
and a catered lunch will be served.  The following are a few benefits of utilizing GPR and NGPRS, Inc.  

 

Benefits of GPR: (High Resolution Concrete Imaging) 

 Locate: post tensioned cables, conduit (in and below slab), rebar, PVC, slab thickness, and slab-
on grade inspections. 

 No radiation- non hazardous, no after hours work needed. 
 Target accuracy to ¼’’ horizontally & vertically. 
 Determine rebar size. 
 Single side slab access only needed. 
 Digital imaging, no film developing. 
 Image any size area, not limited to an 18’’x18’’ film. 
 Target depths available.         
 Reinforcement corrosion mapping. 

         

Benefits of retaining National GPR Service, Inc.: 

 Onsite arrival within 24-48 hours. 
 Fully insured including professional liability. 
 Nationwide, 24 hour service. 
 Online/Iphone/Android App Scheduling - NEW 
 Registered PE, PG, Certified GPR Technicians on staff. 
 All scanning and reporting completed in accordance with ASTM 6432. 
 Other services available: Utility locating & mapping, UST locating, thermal imaging, video 

pipe inspection. 
 Member: Builders Exchange, PHCC, CSDA, ASNT 
 Office locations: visit our website (www.nationalgpr.com) for a full list of office locations 

nationwide. 
 

Since GPR is the main technology we operate we assure you National GPR Service, Inc. provides a more 
accurate, cost effective and professional service than any other testing firm in the area.   Please join us for 
our informative lunch and learn where we will cover the capabilities of GPR and the other services we 
provide.   

Regards, 

NATIONAL GPR SERVICE, INC. 



 

 
 

ABOUT NATIONAL GPR SERVICE, INC.  

National GPR Service, Inc. (NGPRS, Inc.) is a privately-held corporation that began in 2001.  Today the 
company operates as a diversified Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) firm, offering services in high 
resolution concrete imaging, utility locating and geological explorations.   

NGPRS, Inc. helps all customers achieve their goals - anywhere in the nation.  NGPRS, Inc. maintains its 
company headquarters in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and supports 60 satellite offices throughout the nation.  
In February 2013,  NGPRS, Inc. became the first and only GPR firm in the nation to offer licensing to 
approved contractors.   

Our business philosophy is dedicated to trusting relationships, excellence in performing services, and 
using the most advanced technology.  We have built a reputation for being a solid and progressive 
company that is trustworthy, responsible, and a leader in our industry and in the communities in which we 
live and work. 

 

 

 


